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I have a moped that I converted to a mini chopper. I've
stripped the frame down and welded a stool to the frame as a
seat. Very unique bike! I made this about 2 years ago and
have been working on other things, it will start up and run
great until you give it some gas, then it will want to cut off.
Don't like messing with carbs so I am letting it go cheap. Has
a gas tank, speedometer and fuel gauge. Electric start with
automatic choke.

It has a GY6 moped motor and currently is straight piped so
it's crazy and a definite head turner. I'm open to trades or
straight $100 cash. The motor is worth that price.

Call or text me at show contact info  Thank you. Wont last
long...

tags: gokart, go kart, mini bike, minibike, mini chopper,
49cc, 50cc, 212cc, predator, baja, dirt bike, dirtbike,
doodlebug, doodle bug, gocart, go cart, atv, 4 wheeler,
4wheeler, kx, rm, yz, cheap, moped, mini chopper, chopper,
harley, cheap
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GY6 Mini Bike

fuel: gas

transmission: automatic
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